
50,000 chunks: how we become ‘experts’ and what it might mean 
for our conference today.

In this presentation Alistair Smith asks questions about the nature of 
expertise and its value in schools. Does expertise matter? Who are the 
‘experts’ in our schools? Who are our expert learners? Who are our 
expert teachers? What characterizes and shapes the journey towards 
expertise? Is it a journey worth pursuing? If so, how might learners, 
teachers and their schools best begin the journey?

Drawing on recent and extensive experience of working with and for 
many successful schools, Alistair Smith uses this keynote to suggest that 
radical improvement lies in locating, developing then aligning expertise in 
pursuit of core purpose - to ‘plan, deliver, evaluate and improve quality 
learning experiences for all the young people in our care – and nothing 
else!

He will describe models of the journey to expertise for learners and for 
teachers and place both in the context of successful schools. Alistair will 
also offer delegates guidance on how to become ‘expert’ conference 
participants!
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Doing time - the hours required

Neurosurgery: 42,240
Astrophysics: 26,880 
Economics: 26,880
Computer Programming: 15,360
Culinary Arts: 13,440
Litigation: 13,440
Poker: 7680
Knitting: 5760
Yoga: 700
Celebrity Gossip: 320

Based on the time taken to achieve the highest qualifications and/or be 
recognised as an effective practitioner. 

Teachthought.com 



50,000 chunks

10,000 hours

7 years

4 terms

29 workshops

55 minutes



Where are our 
experts?
Conference-goers

Organisations 

Leaders

Learners

Teachers 



The signature behaviours of Experts

“Experts adapt to complexity, 
synthesize and interpret information 
in context, and transform or "fuse" 
disparate items of information into 
coherent knowledge.”

Informed by Knowledge:
Expert Performance in Complex Situations, Mosier et al, 2010





An ‘event’ originated by one enthusiastic individual

Derived from ‘what’s available’

Unrelated to professional or organisational need or role

Not integrated into any long term planning

‘Bits and pieces’ of content which is undifferentiated 

No follow up offered or required – it’s a one-off!

Outcomes not quantifiable 

Bound up in charisma of presenter(s)

Uncritical acceptance of what’s offered

No sharing required either during, or following, the 
experience

How have we developed experts? 



Self-organized learning - "allowing 
learning to happen, not making it happen“ -
taps into and celebrates our innate 
creativity and sense of curiosity. This 
curiosity fuels experimentation and serves 
as the foundation of innovation.
Collaborative learning allows us to harness 
collective wisdom that benefits both 
individual learners and the learning 
communities of which they are a part.

Sugata Mitra, 
Self Organising Learning Environments, TED 2012



The signature behaviours of Experts

“Experts adapt to complexity, 
synthesize and interpret information 
in context, and transform or "fuse" 
disparate items of information into 
coherent knowledge.”

Informed by Knowledge:
Expert Performance in Complex Situations, Mosier et al, 2010



Expertise



Systems for storage and retrieval of key 
information would appear to be different in 

experts than in novices
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Weaker players with lower ratings used more of their medial temporal 
lobes (black) in analysing moves. They spent time in analysis. 

Grandmasters used proportionately more frontal and parietal lobes 
(orange) to retrieve information from long term memory 

(University of Konstanz, 2001)



Expertise differs from Experience. 
Experts:

1. Discern meaningful patterns of information that are not 
noticed by novices – they do so by fixating longer on more 
information rich locations.

2. Have content knowledge which is organized coherently and 
reflects a deep contextual understanding of their subject 
matter. 

3. Are able to retrieve key information more easily. 

4. Adapt to complexity and are consistently flexible in their 
approaches to new situations. 

5. Excel at anticipatory thinking.



Our Experts…
also happen to be the best learners: they have better than 
average working memory, inhibitory control beyond what 

seems reasonable and cognitive flexibility, especially under 
duress.

Expert Leaders create simple systems to meet complex 
challenges. 

Expert Learners see patterns and connections within 
complexity. 

Expert Teachers make those patterns and connections 
explicit and so easily understood by all.



The Journey to Expertise (Dreyfus)

Novice: acquiring facts, learning and following rules

Advanced Beginner: deals with situational elements but 
still applies learned rules and procedures

Competence: appraises the situation, sets a goal, 
chooses a plan and acts; builds from authentic experience

Proficiency: deep involvement with rapid and fluid 
recognition-primed decision-making

Expert: experience-based holistic recognition of similarity 
produces the deep situational understanding that leads to 
the experts fluid and innovative performance 

Mosier and Fischer, Informed by Knowledge, 2011, p265



Expert
Schools



Core Purpose 

Clarity

Coherence

Consistency

Community



Beware the Ofsted 
Whisperers

Ofsted chasing will reduce us to 
the mean, turn our profession 
into a trade and make us all 
vulnerable to the industry of 

second guessers…



Where are our 
‘expert’ 
schools?



Have a School Development Plan

Seen School Development Plan

Feel you have contributed to School Development Plan

Senior Staff Member responsible for Teaching and Learning 

Teaching and Learning number one priority within  the School Development Plan

Within  Teaching and Learning Priority there are identified strategies 

CPD priorities built around these strategies

Regular whole school dialogue around these strategies

Lesson observation (including peer observation) built around these strategies 

Agreed strategies revisited consistently and over time

There is shared lesson planning utilising strategies and data

Staff are accountable for students results 

Involvement of students  in understanding processes of learning

Stay Standing or Sit Down



Core Purpose 

Clarity

Coherence

Consistency

Community



Expert
School
Leaders



1. 
Establishing 
Goals and 

Expectations

2. 
Resourcing 

Strategically

3. 
Planning, Co-
ordinating and 

evaluating 
teaching and the 

curriculum

4. 
Promoting and 
participating in 
teacher learning 

and 
development

5. 
Ensuring an 
orderly and 
supportive 

environment
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School Leadership and Student Outcomes:
Identifying What Works and Why: Best Evidence Synthesis Iteration [BES]

Robinson et al, The University of Auckland, 2009 

Where do expert leaders put their energies?



Alignment



Align around Core Purpose: 
Quality Learning Experiences

Plan

Deliver

Evaluate 

Innovate to Improve 



Agree and Align what Impacts

Shared Planning of Learning Episodes

(You Plan, We Practice, I Teach)

Peer Observation Trios

Coaching and Live Coaching 

Focused Learning Walks

Learning Improvement Group(s)

Embedding Agenda Items

Solution Space and Briefing Butterflies

Surgeries and Master Classes

Video Observation and Evaluation

Needs and Offers

Classroom Tours

Groundhog Day: Revisit, Review, Re-work

Define and Enshrine what Works



The St Andrews Story

“Get the outcomes right and they’ll give 
you the rest for free. Enthuse your 
people about learning and use every 
available opportunity to do so… ”

Alan Mitchell Head Teacher, St Andrews School, 
Leatherhead, March 2013





The St Andrews story

•Bottom 3% CVA 2009 to top 3% 2012 
(National)

•80 first choice applications (2004 ) to 541 
(2012)

•Satisfactory: November 2010 to Outstanding 
December 2012  

•Assessment: Unsatisfactory 2010 to 
Outstanding 2012 

•Sixth Form: Special Measures November 2010 
to Outstanding December 2012 



Lessons from St Andrews

•No mention of Ofsted, ever! No handbook!

•Relentless focus on learning 

•Every lesson visited every day - high SLT 
visibility

•Focused CPD

•The Learning Ten in every classroom 

•Reshaped Leadership team

•Consistency in ‘closing loops’  





Expert
Learners



Who are your expert learners?

What characterises their 
expertise?

What’s the journey to becoming 
an expert learner?

Which are the expert learner 
strategies?

Which are the most effective?



The three executive skills 
of the Expert Learner 

Working memory

Inhibitory control

Cognitive flexibility



Consonance

Dissonance

Expert learners adapt to the 
unevenness of learning



Follows instructions
Must get it right
Wants the answer
Follows the teachers logic 

and tries to get it right
Follows teachers pace
Answers teacher questions 
Is grouped by the teacher
Is rewarded upon 

completion 
Is given a mark, level or 

grade
Is assessed by the teacher
Focus is on becoming a 

better performer
Is concerned with status and 

pecking order

Makes decisions 
Must have a go

Wants the method
Learns incrementally and by 

trial and error
Controls own pace

Answers own questions
Elects who to learn with

Is rewarded by effort
Understands and interprets 

their own mark, level or 
grade

Is assessed by the teacher, 
themselves and peers

Focus is on becoming a better 
learner

Is concerned with progress 
and capacity to improve

Outcome Learner Process Learner



Expert
Teachers



Who are your expert teachers?

What characterises their 
expertise?

What’s the journey to becoming 
an expert teacher?

What are the expert teacher 
strategies?

Which are the most effective?



Can we trust our Experts - what if this 
were also true of teacher learning?

As Nuthall has shown (2007), 80% of the 
feedback a student receives about his or 
her work in elementary (primary) school 
is from other students. But 80% of this 
student provided feedback is incorrect!

Hattie, Visible Learning, 2009



Can we evaluate our Experts - what if we 
licensed judges, medical practitioners or 
commercial pilots on observations only?

Expert teaching involves a complex array 
of skills yet the mechanisms we have for 
judging its complexity are in themselves 

simplistic. 

To advance our expertise we ought to 
advance our systems of judgment. 



Expert Teacher Interventions 
Prior Knowledge and Prediction

Authentic Engagement

Meaningful Outcomes

Differentiated Challenge 

Enquiry and Questioning 

Finding Solutions

Metacognition 

Land-Marking Progress

Purposeful Assessment and Feedback

Consolidation and Transfer  



Outcome 

Home Work
Focused Rehearsal 

Model Answers
Self & Peer ‘Test’

Assimilate 

Class Work
Focused Delivery

Practice Questions
Instruct then Test

Habituate

Theme Work
Focused Connectivity
Nudged Responses
Progress as ‘Test’

Investigate

Project Work
Focused Enquiry 
Feedback Loops

Audience as ‘Test’
Incorporate

Teacher 

Process 

Learner 
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Expert Teachers are on a 
journey. They thrive in schools 
which direct that journey, 
aligning energies towards the 
interleaving of high impact 
learning and teaching strategies 
- so that this, and nothing else, 
becomes the norm



al@alistairsmithlearning.com

www.alistairsmithlearning.com

Twitter:alatalite


